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DISCLAIMER

The information provided in this
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instead, all information, content, and
materials made available in this
presentation
are
for
general
informational
purposes
only. Information in this presentation
may not constitute the most up-to-date
information. This presentation may
contain links to other third-party
websites. Such links are only for the
convenience of the audience or user;
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or endorse the contents of the thirdparty sites.
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EXTRATERRITORIAL SERVICE

Borough Electric and PUC Jurisdiction
• Borough not a “public utility” and is not otherwise regulated by the PUC for
retail electric sales
• Wasneuski v. Borough of Ephrata, C-2016-2522689 (Pa. PUC May 18, 2017)
(confirming that the PUC lacks jurisdiction over the Borough of Ephrata’s electric
service and rates).
• But . . .
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There is an Exception
• Extraterritorial Service can subject a municipality to PUC jurisdiction
• Generally, the PUC may regulate utility service provided by a municipal
corporation only when it provides service beyond its corporate limits. 66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 1301 and 1501.
• The PUC has opined often on the extent to which a municipal entity’s
extraterritorial service provides a basis for PUC jurisdiction.
• Cases are fact specific. A review of the cases yields lessons that can be applied
to the circumstances present here.
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So, When Can This Happen?
• When might a Borough become exposed to PUC Jurisdiction regarding electric
service?

• Any public utility service being furnished or rendered by a municipal
corporation beyond its corporate limits is subject to regulation and control by
the PUC as if such service were rendered by a public utility.
• Public Utility Code – A “public utility” is “[a]ny person or corporation now or
hereafter owning or operating in this Commonwealth equipment or facilities for
. . . [furnishing natural gas or electricity] . . . . . to or for the public for
compensation.”
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The Number of Customers is Not Dispositive
• Drexelbrook Associates v. Pa. Public Utility Commission, 212 A.2d 237 (Pa.
1965) – If the service is limited to only a defined, privileged, and limited group,
the service is generally considered private and is not subject to PUC jurisdiction.
In other words, the service is not furnished “to or for the public.”
• Exclusivity of service – not size – is determinative of a municipal corporation’s
status as a public utility.
• Service to a single, defined customer outside the Borough, such as to an
apartment owner for example, would not amount to providing service to the
public.
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What Does This Mean for Your Borough?
• Serving new ratepayers beyond your municipal boundaries can be
advantageous.

• But be wary of agreeing to serve beyond your boundaries without first
analyzing the PUC implications (among all other considerations).
• Are you holding yourself out as offering the service to the public? Are you
treating the discrete set of customers the same as existing customers? Do you
intend to solicit additional customers?

• Get a legal opinion?
• Seek a Declaratory Order?
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ACT 41 OF 2022

Act 41 of 2022 Generally
Pennsylvania Courts have previously held Annexation of Borough Property from
one municipality to another may only be accomplished by initiative and
referendum. There is new legislation that simplifies that process.
Act 41 was recently signed into law by Governor Wolf on July 7, 2022,
authorizing abutting municipalities to:
Adopt an ordinance memorializing an agreement to: (1) Transfer or exchange
territory between them; and (2) establish a territorial boundary between municipal
corporations by boundary clarification.
This took effect on September 6, 2022
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Requirements to Comply With Act 41
An ordinance must provide a description of the territory to be transferred by a
change of boundary, or territorial boundary to be established within the impacted
territory and contain a plot showing the courses and distances of the boundaries.
Each municipality must accept public comment on the proposed ordinance at a
regular or special meeting occurring not less than 10 days after the ordinance is
introduced and not less than 10 days prior to the ordinance’s adoption. This can be
a joint meeting.
There are post enactment requirements as well such as filings to be made with the
clerk of court, county commissioners, Board of Elections, DCED, and PennDOT.
Challenges?
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What Does This Mean for Your Borough?
Know that this option is available.
Know that exercising it could lead to a situation where customers formerly within
the municipality now fall beyond the municipal boundaries.
What happens then?
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BOROUGH OF MIDDLETOWN v.
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
(LIBRANDI)

Basics of the Dispute
History of this case makes it factually complex.
A machine shop sought to switch electric providers from the Borough of Middletown back to
Metropolitan Edison Company, the shop’s original supplier. Middletown and Met-Ed both opposed
Librandi’s efforts.
Generally, where a customer’s property straddles the service area boundaries of two utilities, the
customer’s preference of provider controls, with certain exceptions.
The Commission disfavors competition among fixed electric utilities within overlapping service
areas and the Commission has also held that a customer’s choice will not control if it results in
duplicate facilities.
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Basics of the Dispute Continued
In summary, Middletown and Met-Ed argued that Librandi’s facilities were not located within MetEd’s certificated service territory under its CPC. And, even if they were within that territory,
switching providers put Met-Ed and Middletown in direct competition and result in unnecessary
duplication of facilities.
Met-Ed’s certificate contemplated serving customers within Middletown but required Met-Ed to have
Commission approval and the consent of Middletown before serving consumers “within”
Middletown’s corporate limits. The Commission interpreted the term “within” to mean that Librandi
must be entirely enclosed by the corporate limits of Middletown for Librandi to be subject to the
requirement of having to have first obtained those approvals before taking service from Met-Ed.
The PUC grant Librandi some of the declaratory relief it requested. The PUC ordered Librandi may
obtain its electric service from Met-Ed, because doing so: (1) would not result in impermissible
competition between Middletown and Met-Ed, and (2) would not result in the unnecessary
duplication of service facilities.
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Concerns of PMEA Members
The outcome of this matter may affect the ability to provide electric service to customers and cause
a proliferation of territory disputes.
Commission deviated from its prior protection of Borough statutory right to exclusively provide
such service within their municipal boundaries for the benefit of borough residents and ratepayers.
The Commission’s Opinion and Order strikes at the heart of the specific powers legislatively
granted to boroughs that are enumerated in the Borough Code.
Key benefits to a public power system: local control, reliability, and positive community impact.
These protections are at risk of collapse if boroughs providing electric service can no longer rely on
the certainty provided by the Borough Code (exclusive jurisdiction) to provide such service to their
residents.
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PMEA’s Amicus Brief Positions
What’s an Amicus Brief?
PMEA Members’ Exclusive Authority to Provide Service Within Their Municipal Boundaries Under
Section 24A02 of the Borough Code
Commission’s Lack of Jurisdiction to Regulate a Borough’s Electric Service
IOUs Do Not Have the Right to Provide Electric Utility Service to Customers Within the Boundaries of
a Borough that Provides Electric Service
IOU Providing Electric Utility Service to Customers in a Borough Constitutes Impermissible
Competition

IOU Service Connection to Customer Buildings Within a Borough Would Constitute Unnecessary
Duplication of Facilities
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What is Next?
Briefing in this matter is concluded (as of August 15)
The matter will now (likely) be scheduled for an oral argument.

The Commonwealth Court could take several months to render an opinion.
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PA GROSS RECEIPTS TAX
(ARE WE REALLY STILL DISCUSSING GRT?)

DOR interpretation of Tax Code Provision
Section 1101(b), 72 P.S. § 8101(b)(1):
(b) Electric Light, Waterpower and Hydro-electric Utilities. -- Every electric light company. . .
doing business in this Commonwealth, and every limited partnership, association, joint-stock
association, copartnership, person or persons, engaged in electric light and power business. . .
shall pay to the State Treasurer, through the Department of Revenue, a tax of forty-four mills
upon each dollar of the gross receipts of the corporation, company or association, limited
partnership, joint-stock association, copartnership, person or persons, received from:
(1) the sales of electric energy within this State, except gross receipts derived from the sales
for resale of electric energy to persons, partnerships, associations, corporations or political
subdivisions subject to the tax imposed by this subsection upon gross receipts derived from
such resale . . . .
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DOR interpretation of Tax Code Provision
Continued
Section 1101(f), 72 P.S. § 8101(f):
(f) Application to Municipalities.--This article shall be construed to apply to municipalities,
and to impose a tax upon the gross receipts derived from any municipality owned or
operated public utility or from any public utility service furnished by any municipality,
except that gross receipts shall be exempt from the tax, to the extent that such gross
receipts are derived from business done inside the limits of the municipality, owning or
operating the public utility or furnishing the public utility service.
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SECTION TITLE
New Section in Borough Code
Change in PA
Borough Code

Act 2 of 2020 amended the Borough Code, 8 Pa.C.S.A. § 24A03, to
provide:

To contract for the purchase, sale, exchange, interchange, wheeling,
pooling or transmission of electric power and energy or for the right to
the capacity of electric power, inside and outside of this
Commonwealth, to and from any public or private power entities,
private power companies, other boroughs and electric cooperative
corporations.
The sale of electric power to a borough for resale inside the limits of
the borough and the sale of electric power by a borough inside the
limits of the borough shall be exempt from the tax imposed under
section 1101 of the act of March 4, 1971 (P.L. 6, No. 2), known as the
Tax Reform Code of 1971.
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Tax Exempt Certificates and Forms
In the wake of the GRT changes, at least one of our clients has received
questionnaires and forms from the Department of Revenue.

We have helped to formulate language to assist in preparing responses to these
forms and questions.
Example – Business Activities Questionnaire- We confirmed that this was not
something that the Borough must complete. But the Borough should complete and
return an Electric Energy Activity Form
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GRT Tax Form Section III
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GRT Reseller Acknowledgment Forms
DOR Reseller Acknowledgment Form
Can be completed and provided to vendors to confirm sale for resale by the
Borough.
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PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATORY
POLICIES ACT (PURPA)

THANK YOU!
QUESTIONS?
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ABOUT SALZMANN HUGHES MUNICIPAL PRACTICE GROUP
• More than 20 attorneys active in Municipal Practice Group
• Represent over 100 municipal entities in PA
• Provide legal guidance to boroughs, townships, counties, municipal
authorities, and other local government entities
• Our Municipal Practice Group reduces the need to rely on special
counsel arrangements.

MUNICIPAL PRACTICE GROUP SERVICES
• ARPA Eligibility/Compliance
• Land Development and Zoning
• ROW Acquisition
• Eminent Domain
• Environmental Compliance
• Utility Operations and Improvements
• Code Enforcement

• Municipal Collections
• Collective Bargaining
• Personnel Procurement Contracting
• Employment Matters
• MS4 Implementation

